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Social Entrepreneurs, CSO and industry leaders
converge to build a common agenda
Ramon Magsaysay Laureate
and PEF Chair, Mr. Benjamin
Abadiano, shared PEF’s advocacy
to promote and scale up social
entrepreneurship across the
country and emphasized that PEF
adheres to the highest standards
of transparency, accountability and
good governance especially with
the management of its trust fund.

PEF Partnership Forum: Building a Common Agenda l 25 November 2016 l Sequoia Hotel, Quezon City
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C

iting social entrepreneurship’s capacity to empower
the powerless, the Peace and Equity Foundation
(PEF) urged social entrepreneurs, civil society leaders
and government to scale up their efforts and forge stronger
partnerships to build self-sufficient, self-reliant and
resilient communities as it celebrated its 15th Anniversary
Foundation on 25 November 2016 at the Sequoia Hotel in
Quezon City.
With the theme, “Building
a Common Agenda”, the
anniversary celebration started
with the partnership meeting
attended by SE partners, civil
society and industry leaders,
funding partners and PEF board
and staff.
Keynote speaker, Cabinet
Assistant Secretary Evelyn
Cruzada recognized the
importance of PEF and civil
society in general in eradicating
poverty and emphasized that
the engagement with nongovernment organizations (NGOs)

and other stakeholders is within
the strategic framework of the
current administration to achieve
its development goals.
“PEF efforts are actually in line
with six of its zero plus ten-point
socioeconomic agenda, which
include the promotion of rural
and value chain development
toward increasing agricultural
and rural enterprise productivity,
investments in human capital
development, and the promotion
of science and technology, to
name a few”.

Roberto Calingo, PEF Executive
Director, emphasized the
foundation’s greater attention to
agricultural development. PEF saw
the opportunities to grow climatesmart enterprises in four crops
– coconut, cacao, coffee, and
cane sugar, because of their high
potential as drivers of inclusive
growth.
Present at the forum to share the
anti-poverty program of the Office
of Vice President was Rafael Lopa,
Senior Advisor for Advocacy and
Anti-Poverty Programs. Reynaldo
Go of the Davao Region Coconut
Industry Cluster, Inc. (DRCICI),
and Valente Turtur of the Cacao
Industry Development Association
of Mindanao, Inc. (CIDAMI) tackled
agricultural social enterprises
in the country’s coconut and
cacao industries, while PEF
Chair Abadiano, this time in his
capacity as Lead Convenor of
the Zero Extreme Poverty 2030
Roadmap (ZEP), presented the
development agenda being crafted
by a consortium of sectoral
groups, CSOs, NGOs, business,
academe, media, and government
organizations.
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PEF STRATEGIC DIRECTION

s stakeholders are

ies being advanced by variou
society and harmonization of the different priorit
Collaboration between the government and civil
poor households more self-sufficient.
needed to effectively ease poverty and make
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BASIC SOCIAL SERVICES

PEF shall work with existing initiatives in the

AGRICULTURAL SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

development sector to further common goals

in improving the lives of poor Filipino communities

As guided by our common aspiration to uplift
the quality of life of agriculture dependent house
holds, PEF hopes to provide interventions to
increase farmers’ productivity levels, enable value
addition, and strengthen the market competitiven
ess of social enterprises.

.

PEF SE Scale up Strategy
Excerpts from PEF partnership forum, 25 November 2016
Roberto Calingo | PEF Executive Director

I

n 2011, our strategic focus shifted to social enterprises or SEs to help rural households
generate income and move out of poverty. Building on proven social enterprise models,
our efforts have been geared towards increasing self-sustaining households that are
capable of providing for their own basic needs.
For 2016 to 2020, we will
strengthen engagement with right
partners for long term-solutions
to fight poverty through SEs. We
will focus on three pillars —
productivity, value adding and
marketing. These will enable
supportive mechanisms to
strengthen governance, scale up
operations, enhance resilience to
risks, and spur collaborations with
other organizations.
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Given its considerable endowment
fund, PEF can exist and be selfsustainable over a long period of
time. PEF can and should sustain
itself as a vibrant, dynamic and
responsive partner in the longterm precisely given the nature of
poverty as a long-term concern.
Secondly, our approach and
nature of engagement should be

multi-dimensional and holistic.
Through this, we can better
respond to the issues of what
keep rural farming households
poor. Providing additional
investments, affordable financing
and capital are necessary but
not sufficient to spur agricultural
development.

Smart investments, technical
assistance and capacity building
increase the chances of success
and decrease risks; they enhance
human capital; they make families
and communities more resilient
to natural disasters; and they
make them less vulnerable to
unfair competition. Thinking
outside the box may result to
better production, additional value
added features of commodities,
and better and more creative
packaging and marketing.
Despite the endowment of our
foundation, we must spend

resources with prudence. Aside
from efficient investment of
resources, there is a need to
select priority areas so that
limited resources will produce
the greatest impact. The
selection of priority areas should
be based on sound reasons
like the presence of credible
and reliable partners, and the
viability of the project given the
natural and socio-economic
characteristics of the locality.
The Foundation’s zeroing in on
poverty reduction in specific
agricultural sectors stems from

the fact that this is where many
of poorest in the country belong.
Aside from the lack of economic
assets, poor and disadvantaged
communities lack access to
basic services like public utilities,
housing, health and education.
Access to basic services in these
communities produces a multiplier
effect that impacts not only the
quality of life of households
but also the socio-economic
development of communities.
Aside from access to water, PEF
needs to ensure that its targeted

communities have access to
electricity and energy with a bias
for renewable energy especially in
far flung areas; access to health
that is made sustainable through
SEs even though residents have to
minimally pay for it; and access to
housing even only in the context
of rehabilitation after calamities.
The foundations have been laid.
But much work needs to be done
in the coming years.
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Social Enterprise Development,
Management, and Evaluation
(SE DME) Policy and Process Flow

Staff Learning
and Development

Risk-based Audit

Governance

• Partners audit
(organization & project)
• IT Assessment Audit
• Hand-over Audit

• Board Reflection workshop
• Self-assessment of Audit
Committee

• Due diligence boot camp (phase 1)
• Local and international training/
field exposures
• Re-echo sessions
• Job analysis
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2016 HIGHLIGHT #1

2016 HIGHLIGHT #2

Midterm/Endline Impact Study of First SEs

C4: Optimizing the Value Chain

P

P

EF supports and enables specific projects of its
SE partners to generate benefits for individuals,
households and communities. The benefits include
increased sales, revenues, income and assets; and better
access to basic services like water. They may spill over to
non-beneficiary households and the larger community.

A midterm household survey in
2015, involving the first ten SEs
supported by PEF, was a followup on the baseline household
survey conducted in 2012. The
study links enterprise-level
information with household-level
and community-level information
to determine whether PEF
resources were utilized efficiently
to meet the goals and targets
of selected SE programs and
projects. It ascertains if and how
PEF-supported interventions
enabled SE partners to produce
the desired and promised
outcomes of the projects, bring
about change to key outcomes
for households; and generate
community or spillover effects.
A group of experts comprised
an independent review board
which helped in analyzing the
first batch of four SEs, using
data obtained from reports,
focused group discussions,
and key informant interviews
together with data from the
household survey of beneficiaries
and non-beneficiaries. It must
be noted however, that the
study is not representative of
the total performance of PEF
in implementing the social
enterprise strategy. Nevertheless,
it offers a number of learnings
that the Foundation could use to
improve its approach.
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Conclusions
An integrated analysis of survey
results reveal that the SEs created
benefits to the household, by
contributing to their total income
from the increase in the volume
of purchase from communities,
increase in employment, and
increase the buying price, among
others. It was seen that four
out of five SEs who purchase
products/raw materials from
the community have increased
the amount purchased, while
five SEs were able to influence
the buying produce positively as
they offer higher/better prices for
community products. Employment
increase was observed in four
SEs that tap talents directly
participating in SE operations.
Aside from the economic benefits,
it must be noted that one of the
SEs was able to provide access
to water in more households in a
community in Dancalan, Negros,
while another SE helped microentrepreneurs access credit for
their small businesses.
At the SE level, despite the
interventions PEF infused in each
of the SEs, there were challenges
identified that knocked the
enterprises down, and these are
on the governance and business
model of the social enterprises.
As part of our learning, PEF would
address these issues by improving

Our First 10 Social Enterprises
MAGIRCO NATRIPAL LAUA-AN MPC DIWAGRIMPCO
Banana
Chips

Wild
Honey

MUAD

Muscovado
Sugar

PARFUND

Goat Breeding
Center

INSOL

Rice-Duck
Farming

BDS/
microfinance

SUBASTA

Market for
Fair Trade

Native Bags

Household

Total HH Reach: 2,200

1

Volume of purchase
from communities

SPFTC

ADFI

Cacao

4

Potable
Water System

4
1

5
Buying price
influence

Employment

Community Involvement
1 provided WATER SERVICE to more HHs;
1 provided MICROFINANCE SERVICE to more HHs

our SE development, monitoring
and evaluation systems in order
to sharpen due diligence and be
able to predict the risks. This will
also ensure a stronger system of
checks and balance, as well as
be able to assess the capability
of the SE partner in terms of
governing and running a business.
Results of the study will be shared
through the PEF website and a
book publication. Announcement
will be made once available.

INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOARD
EMMANUEL DE DIOS, PH.D.

UP School of Economics

JEFF DUCANES, PH.D.

EF’s emphasis on agriculture is particularly
elaborated on the economic analysis of Dr. Arsenio
Balisacan as used in 2011-2015 PEF Strategic Plan.
It was mentioned that between 2003-2006, the percentage
of poor rose despite purported economic growth and that
due to a declining importance of agriculture in the national
economy (as per GDP share data), the share of agriculture
households in total poverty remained high, i.e. 60% in
2007 (Balisacan, 2009).

Clearly, agricultural development
remains to have high potential
as driver of poverty reduction
in areas with high agricultural
productivity potentials based on
geophysical endowments such
as land and soil fertility, irrigation
water, weather patterns and
others; and in relatively more rural
(remote, less commercialized)
areas.
Focus on Selected
Commodities
To transform the most number
of households from poverty to
sustainability, the focus of SEs
and economic development
should be in agriculture. In
its 2013 midstream strategy
review, PEF has decided to
focus on four specific crops,
namely the coconut, cacao,
coffee, and cane sugar, as well
as climate-smart agriculture for
specific commodities such as

the household level through SE
partner organizations, with their
respective SEs as channels. With
this framework at hand, scalingup the SEs as the strategic thrust
should result in self-sustaining
households. However, learnings
from experiences on the ground,
along with the acknowledgement
of the need for complementation
with the government and the
private sector, PEF should
integrate value chain optimization
into its implementation strategy.

rice and banana, tagged as the
C5 strategy/route. In brief, PEF
wanted to respond to specific
constraints involved in these
crops.

Growing the C4* Sector
Looking across the value chain
of the priority crops, PEF should
be able to strategically identify
where its investment, hence
intervention, should optimally be
positioned and aligned with that
of the government, private sector

Value Chain Optimization
PEF is guided by its
implementation framework
where it aims to create impact at

BUTCH LANZONA, PH.D.

LORELEI MENDOZA, PH.D.

UP Baguio School of Economics

In line with the analysis of
the value chain levels per
industry, identification of key
enablers, which can be from the
government, private sector, and
the farmers themselves, and
integration of their suggestions
and perspectives on the key
issues should enable PEF to
determine necessary action points
and up to which level such should
be implemented.

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
(SE PARTNERS)

PRODUCTIVITY

BANKS

VALUE
ADDITION

HOUSEHOLD
MARKET

COMMODITY
ASSOCIATIONS

GOVERNMENT

UP School of Economics

Ateneo de Manila School of Economics

and other stakeholders. Amongst
the C4 crops, the primary and
general levels of intervention
identified are the (1) productivity,
(2) value addition, and (3) market.
The modified PEF implementation
framework, together with major
stakeholders, and value chain
level integration is illustrated in
Figure 1.

INDUSTRY

EXTERNAL ENABLERS
Figure 1. Partnership and investment framework for SE-Agri (Portfolio Development Framework)

MARY RACELIS, PH.D.

Institute of Philippine Culture
Ateneo de Manila
DANILO SONGCO

PinoyME Foundation

In 2016, climate-smart agriculture is integrated in the four commodities or as climate-smart enterprises.
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2016 HIGHLIGHT #3

PEF Social Enterprise Development, Management
and Evaluation (SE DME): A Principle-based
Process to Scale up Partnerships
Rationale
he Foundation set out a scaling up strategy to grow social enterprises or SEs that will widen or deepen social and
economic impact on target households. Critical to the achievement of this goal is the systematic approach by which
PEF develops, manages and evaluates the SEs it supports. In 2016, the Foundation took a hard look on the policies
that govern such process and found gaps and deficiencies in actual practice, particularly in terms of:

T

(1) intelligence-based guidance
on areas, sectors or issues that
fits the Foundation’s priorities and
in spotting or attracting potential
partners that can execute
these priorities; (2) examining
suitability of both the project and
the proponent to basic criteria;
integrating the potentials and
opportunities alongside the risks
and challenges of the project; (3)
adequacy of documentation of
agreements on responsibilities
of the partner; metrics of
performance; security documents;
and mandatory references
for fund releases, monitoring
and evaluation; (4) setting and
monitoring of clear, specific
and measurable outcomes; (5)
applying criteria and availability
of data to validate results and
establish achievement of targets
or potential for re-entry or scale.
Purpose and Scope
The Board approved in 05 October
2016 an updated set of policies
to respond to the challenges

of scaling up and to address
past gaps in designing projects
and partnering with SEs. The
policies outline key principles and
standards in the Foundation’s
development of its partnerships
with scaling up SEs and the
organizations. These policies
further identify the key purposes,
steps, and results of each stage
in the SE DME Cycle; and contain
guidelines as well as the primary
roles and responsibilities of staff
or teams involved in implementing
the SE DME. The policies are
applicable for SEs that will be
scaled up. The old PDME policies
and process, subject to updating,
can still be utilized for General
Development Support projects,
small loans and grants, disaster
recovery and rehabilitation
projects.
Partnership Principles
The Foundation shall pursue
the following principles as it
builds partnerships with SE
organizations.1

1. Equity. The Foundation and
its partner shall regard each
other with mutual respect,
irrespective of their resources,
influence, and power.
2. Transparency. The Foundation
and its partner shall commit to
sharing information with each
other, especially information
that is crucial to their work
together, in a transparent and
timely manner. Transparency
includes organizational
commitments and strategies,
financial transactions, and
business practices, among
others.
3. Responsibility. The Foundation
and its partner shall uphold an
ethical obligation to accomplish
their respective tasks and
commitments with integrity,
and in a responsible way.
4. Complementarity and mutual
benefit. The Foundation and
its partner shall build on their
comparative advantages
together and complement each
other’s contributions.

Operational Principles
1. Prioritize scaling up SEs
in priority agricultural
commodities and basic social
services from 2016 to 2020.
The Foundation shall pursue
partnerships and projects that
seek to scale up climate-smart
social enterprises and their
impact on partner households
in four (4) priority sectors -cacao, sugar cane, coconut,
coffee; as well as basic social
services. Assistance shall be
for projects that can at least
reach target outcomes within
three to five years from the
start of the project, as long as
the project begins within 2016
to 2020. The Foundation shall
continue its other advocacy
thrusts through its General
Development Support Portfolio.
2. Pursue projects and
partnerships that can succeed
enough to warrant the use of
the Foundation’s resources.

The Foundation shall pursue
partnerships that can pool and
leverage resources and have
sufficient probability of success
to bring about results that are
significant, enough to justify
the use of the Foundation’s
capacities, resources, and
interventions.
3. Design and integrate
assistance based on the SE
Ecosystem Approach.
The Foundation shall pursue
integrated approaches to
scaling up social enterprises
based on the components of
the enhanced SE Ecosystem
Approach: organizational
structure and capacity, industry
network, technology, financing,
and market competitiveness.
4. Scale up SEs by
understanding SEs’ contexts;
and establishing their needs,
potentials, problems and
constraints, and risks in
growing.

The Foundation shall ensure
that its assistance is built
upon a reliable and valid
understanding of the SEs.
The SEs and the organizations
that manage them work from
their respective contexts
(e.g., value chains, markets,
environments, and cultures);
and bring along with them
potentials, challenges and
risks as they grow which must
be factored in the design of
assistance for SEs.
5. Build in sustainability
capability building and risk
management.
The Foundation’s support
shall build on sustainability
among scaling up SEs through
a focused capability building.
The Foundation will promote
disaster risk reduction and
management across SEs, and
among partner households.

6. Capture, measure, and
evaluate results and lessons
from projects.
The Foundation and its partner
SEs shall set up and agree on
the measures by which they
would know the performances
and the results of the projects.
And jointly they shall ensure
that adequate and effective
documentation and monitoring
systems are in place to capture
and track results.
7. Build partnerships with SEs
and other organizations that
are scaling up.
The Foundation shall develop
projects that are built on
strong partnerships with
social enterprises and similar
organizations that are scaling
up, whether non–profit
organizations or for–profit
entities. The Foundation and

its SE partners work together
to determine their scaling
up initiatives, design and
implement their projects, and
capture results and lessons in
scaling up.
8. Leverage partnerships
strategically to organize
actors, resources, and efforts
for scaling up SEs.
The Foundation, with its
finite resources, recognizes
that achievement of results
needs joint action, in
which the Foundation shall
determine how it can leverage
partnerships internally (e.g.,
Social Enterprise Institute,
Peace and Equity Holdings) or
externally (e.g., civil society
network, business development
service providers, technical
consultants).

Overview of the SE DME Cycle and Governing Policies
The SE DME process shall be governed by key policies and corresponding documentation output per stage.

RENEWAL
EXIT
COMPLETION

• Annual Report
• Mid/End of
Project Report

1 These partnership principles have been substantially adopted from the Global Humanitarian Platform’s Principles of Partnership (2007) as
published on the International Council of Voluntary Agencies’ website.
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2016 Approved Projects

2016 Financial Reports

However, in the same year the unrestricted balance
registered a negative P 49.67 million compared
to positive P 51.63 million in 2015. This is mainly
due to the adverse conditions of the financial
markets experienced during the period. Paper loss on
investments amounted to P 84.82 million.
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Sufficient funds have been made available to finance
the Foundation’s program and services for the year.
A total of P 198 million was generated from the
following sources:
• Realized income from investments in marketable
securities such as stocks and bonds amounted to
P 113.2 million
• Principal payments, interest on loans and dividends
received from partner organizations totalled P 64.19
million
• And P 20.71 million are from donors for
co-funded projects namely: Coca-cola Foundation,
BPI Foundation, and Philips
SUMMARY OF DISBURSEMENTS
A total of P 162 million was disbursed in 2016.
Disbursements were applied for the following purposes:
• Investments to partner organizations totalled
P 65.83 million. These investments were in the
form of project loans, special deposits, and equity
investments;
• Grants extended to SE and other general
development programs amounted to P 36.7 million;
• Expenses incurred for capacity building and technical
assistance totalled P 10.8 million;
• Cost incurred in developing and monitoring of project
performance is in the amount of P 25.7 million;
• An additional amount of P 5.4 million was spent for
research, industry studies, baseline survey, and SE
advocacy;
• General and administrative expenses amounted to
P 17.6 million.
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Comparative Total Fund Balance
For years 2011-2016
(in billion pesos)
AMOUNTS IN BILLION PESOS

ENDOWMENT FUND
The Foundation maintains a policy of keeping intact the
value of the original Endowment Fund by adding to the
Fund a 3% provision for annual inflation. Total provision
for inflation for the year amounted to P 59.8 million
raising the restricted fund balance to P 2.05 billion at
the end of the year. This amount is 56% higher than the
original endowment fund of P 1.318 billion established
in 2001.
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2.100
2.000
1.900
1.800

1.82

1.77

1.88

1.94

1.99

n=4

2.05

PHP 29M
49%

PHP 11M
19%

25%

1.600
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

PHP 7M
8%

Actual disbursements were within the budget
approved by the Board of Trustees.

TYPES OF
PROJECTS
PHP 59M
67%

NON

C4

11%

3%

7%

PHP 25M
42%

General &
administrative
expenses

SE
PROJECTS

16%

COCONUT

PHP 8M
24%

C4

PHP 34M
58%

C4

Project development,
monitoring & evaluation

32%

n=6

PHP 22M

1.700

n=13

PHP 19M

SE
PARTNERS

41%

Investment to partners

CANE
SUGAR

PHP 21M

PHP 5M
15%

61%

CACAO

PROJECT FUNDING PER REGION (In million pesos)

22%
Grants

TOTAL
Research, baseline survey & advocacy
Capacity building & technical assistance

LUZON

VISAYAS

MINDANAO

NATIONAL

TOTAL

17,100,000

27,800,000

7,994,080

6,643,600

59,537,680

5,573,500

240,000

850,100

15,116,188

21,779,788

5,393,600

-

1,332,000

-

6,725,600

28,067,100

28,040,000

10,176,180

21,759,788

88,043,068

32%

32%

11%

25%

(SE)

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

(DRRR)

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION,
RELIEF & REHABILITATION

(RPEs)

REGISTERED FOR-PROFIT ENTITIES

(GDS)

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT

(COOPs)

COOPERATIVES

(NPEs)

NON-PROFIT ENTITIES
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2016 List of Projects

Disaster Risk Reduction, Relief, Rehabilitation
Php 6,725,600

Social Enterprises in Non-C4
Php 25,587,680
OTHER AGRIRELATED SEs
Dairy processing
expansion
Bicol Federation of
Dairy Cooperatives
5,000,000
Rapid appraisal of
Sarangani Bay and
capacity assessment
of partner
beneficiaries
Sarangani Province
Empowerment
and Community
Transformation Forum
248,380
Organic vegetables
marketing
Organic Options*
500,000

Social Enterprises in C4
Php 33,950,000
COCONUT
Village-level
processing of
organic virgin
coconut oil
Quezon
Green Life Coco
Products
7,800,000

Coconut sugar
production
expansion
South Cotabato
The Churner
Group*
500,000

CACAO
Facility expansion for
chocolate production
Bohol
Dalareich Food
Products*
500,000
Cacao farming
Leyte
Abuyog St. Francis
Xavier Credit
Cooperative
3,250,000
Cacao farming and
skills training
(in partnership with
BPI Foundation)
Bukidnon
Abag Kalambuan
1,250,000

CANE SUGAR
Block farming
expansion and
diversification
(in partnership
with Rabobank
Foundation)
Negros Oriental
Crossing Ibos
Farmers Credit
Cooperative
20,650,000

Tea processing
Kapwa Green Style*
500,000
Organic salad and
juice bar enterprise
Fresh Start Organic
and Natural Food
Store*
500,000
Dried seafood
production
Fishers and
Changemakers*
500,000

BASIC SOCIAL SERVICES
Water system rehabilitation
and expansion
Aras-Arasan Unidad Rural
Waterworks Systems
Association
4,350,000
New site construction for
container van dormitory
Citi Living Solutions Ph,
Corp. *
500,000
MANUFACTURING
Tinalak weaving expansion
Lake Sebu Indigenous
Women Weavers Association*
500,000
Manufacturing of handwoven
textiles and bags
Akaba Limited Design*
500,000
Bag manufacturing:
Buy 1, Give 1
Bag943
300,000
Upcycling fashion and home
accessories
Rags2Riches
2,000,000

ISLAMIC FINANCING
Technical support for PEF’s Islamic
financing program in Mindanao
Al-Qalam Institute for Islamic
Identities and Dialogue in
Southeast Asia
935,700
Training workshop on Open
Data Kit and Qlik-based project
monitoring
Mahintana Foundation
Mindanao
210,000
TRADING/MARKETING
Inventory build-up for expansion
stores
Earth Life Store Supply
4,000,000
Product development and
marketing
Great Women Philippines, Corp.
1,000,000
OTHERS
Finance and accounting services
for peoples’ organizations
PinoyMe Foundation
1,143,600
Market study and business
development for alternative
tourism in Bohol
Bol-anon United Sectors
Working for the Advancement of
Community Concerns
2,400,000

Multi-purpose
facility for cassava
processing
Camotes MultiPurpose Cooperative*
500,000

* Winner of BPI Sinag Accelerate Challenge (in partnership with BPI Foundation)
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TYPHOON
NINA RELIEF
OPERATIONS
Batangas
Pusod Taal Lake
Conservation Center
250,000
Catanduanes
Philippine Disaster
Resilience
Foundation
500,000
Catanduanes,
Camarines Sur,
Marinduque
Caucus of
Development NGO
Networks
900,000
Camarines Sur
Pecuria
Development
Cooperative
60,000
Camarines Sur
Saradit na
Kristiyanong
Komunidad Organic
Farmers Association
250,000
Catanduanes
Pinoy LingapDamayan
Multi-Purpose
Cooperative
250,000

TYPHOON LAWIN
RELIEF OPERATIONS
Cagayan, Isabela,
Kalinga
Alalay sa Kaunlaran
250,000
Benguet
Atok Arabica Coffee
Growers Marketing
Cooperative
249,600
TYPHOON NONA
RELIEF OPERATIONS
Oriental Mindoro
Partnership of
Philippine Support
Service Agencies
374,000
TYPHOON FERDIE
RELIEF OPERATIONS
Batanes
Philippine Disaster
Resilience Foundation
1,000,000

General Development Support
Php 21,779,788

EL NIÑO
CALAMITY
ASSISTANCE
Cotabato
Ipuan Farmers
Multi-Purpose
Cooperative
200,000

TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS
Mobile application
development for persons
with disabilities
Tahanang Walang
Hagdanan
784,500

TYPHOON LANDO
POST-DISASTER
REHABILITATION
Assessment and
planning for the
rehabilitation of
damaged agriinfrastructures in
Benguet and Mt.
Province
Cordillera Network
of Development
NGOs and POs
850,000

Competition on innovative
renewable energy
solutions
Impact Hub Manila
500,000

TYPHOON
SENDONG
POST-DISASTER
REHABILITATION
Technical support
for Homeowners’
Associations for
the completion
of documentary
requirements
under the
Community
Mortgage Program
Social Action
Center-Archdiocese
of Cagayan de Oro
Mindanao
1,132,000

Mobile Challenge Asia
Pacific 2016
CAFIS, Inc.
500,000
Participation of the
Philippines to the Mobile
Challenge Asia Pacific
World Finals
Impact Hub Manila
250,000
CAPACITY BUILDING
Development of enterprise
risk management
framework and training
materials for Micro
insurance Mutual Benefit
Associations
Rimansi Organization for
Asia and the Pacific
872,500

Marinduque
Green Life Coco
Products
60,000

Network building for
solar energy solutions
for rural and urban poor
communities
Ramon Magsaysay Award
Foundation- Transformative
Leadership Institute
1,000,000

Camarines Sur
Bicol Federation of
Dairy Cooperatives
250,000

Network strengthening
Caucus of Development
NGO Networks
10,000,000

Quezon
Caritas Social Action
Center of Gumaca
150,000
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CONFERENCES
Social Development
Celebration
Caucus of Development
NGO Networks
3,000,000
13th National
Cooperative Summit
Philippine Cooperative
Center
500,000
9th National Coffee
Summit
Philippine Coffee Board
800,000
Save Sierra Madre Day
Save Sierra Madre
Movement Network
Alliance
100,000
Mainstreaming Micro 2
PinoyMe Foundation
314,775
9th National Congress
Pambansang Kilusan
ng mga Samahang
Magsasaka
500,000
Islamic Economic
Forum and Consultation
Workshop
Katiyakap, Inc.
96,500
2nd Ulamah
Consultation on
Formation of Local
Shariah Council
Al-Qalam Institute for
Islamic Identities and
Dialogue in Southeast
Asia
143,600

Participation/Segment
Sponsorship in the
International Islamic
Improvement of loan
Finance Conference
collection system
Eight (8) Partner
Coalition of Social
Development Organizations Organizations
951,413
- South Cotabato
400,000

BPI SINAG ACCELERATE
PROGRAM ORIENTATION
SEMINAR
PHP 616,500
Negros provinces
Sugar Industry Foundation
Iloilo-Antique-Aklan
Iloilo Caucus of Development
NGOs
Cagayan de Oro
Katilingbanong Pamahandi sa
Mindanao Foundation
South CotabatoCotabato-Sultan KudaratSarangani-General Santos
(SOCCKSARGEN)
Coalition of Social
Development Organizations South Cotabato
Cebu-Bohol
Alliance for Land and
Livelihood for the Rural and
Urban Poor
Rizal-Laguna
Insol Development Foundation
Metro Manila-Pampanga
Impact Hub Manila
COMMUNICATION/
ADVOCACY
Exhibition in the Panagbenga
Trade Fair
Cordillera Network of
Development NGOs and POs
100,000
Environmental protection
advocacy for Sarangani Bay
Sarangani Province
Empowerment and Community
Transformation Forum
Mindanao
50,000
Case Study Publication:
Social Entrepreneurship and
Enterprise Development
(2nd edition)
Bayan Academy
National
300,000
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THE BEGINNING: FACING THE
POVERTY CHALLENGE
The Peace Equity Access for
Community Empowerment
Foundation (or Peace and Equity
Foundation, PEF) was established
to manage a Php 1.3 billion
endowment fund raised by the
Caucus of Development NGO
Networks (CODE-NGO) for civil
society-led programs that would
empower the poor and the
marginalized in Philippine society.

TAKING THE C5 ROUTE
PARTNERSHIP AND ACCESS CENTERS
CASTING A WIDE NET
To reach the greatest number of
poor communities, PEF worked with
Partnership and Access Centers (PACs).
With the poverty map, the PAC formed
a clearer understanding of local
poverty conditions. In the process, the
consortium developed partnerships with
local stakeholders. Three pilot PACs
were formed in Cotabato, Cebu and the
Cordillera Autonomous Region.

20
02
20
01

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
THE NEXT BUSINESS MODEL
After a decade, PEF braced for a
new challenge of making Social
Enterprise work for the poor. Nine
social enterprises became PEF’s
“unang taya” (i.e., to be among
the first) to invest in SEs that hold
potential but need assistance in
piloting the SE approach.

BRIDGE TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE
About a kilometer away from the
town center of Maluso, Basilan is
a cluster of shanties that stand on
thin wooden stilts in the middle of
the sea. A 400-meter footbridge
connected the resettlement site of
the Samal Bajaus and the town
proper which made going to school,
selling their catch, and availing
medical care easier. The taytayan
became a symbol of their striving
for a more decent life.

INVESTING IN LOCAL CAPACITIES
PEF tested the convergence
approach to localization in
selected provinces. This required
strong collaboration with local
governments and the private
sector. The result is a locallydefined poverty reduction agenda.

BOUNCING BACK FROM
DISASTER
Rebuilding lives and communities
after a major disaster remains
part of PEF’s commitment.
Communities have come
together around their common
interest in restoring security,
safety, physical infrastructure
and a sense of stability.

20
04

Five flagship commodities were chosen
to hasten economic development
in rural areas, particularly in the
agricultural sector.
In the same year, the Peace & Equity
Holdings was established to serve as
an investment platform for SEs that
have high-growth potential.
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POVERTY MAPPING:
REACHING THE POOREST COMMUNITIES
PEF’s first task was to identify which
poorest communities to reach and how
to prioritize them. Using a participatory
process of assessing key poverty indicators,
PEF identified priority provinces in which it
would concentrate its efforts and resources.
A poverty map shows interralationships
and patterns of poverty in an area... brings
together groups to work together towards
sharing of resources and a clearly articulated
plan for the people’s progress in the area.
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PEF continues to find new ways
to widen its development outreach.
Microfinancing to Remove
Barriers to Renewable Energy
Microenterprise Development
in Mindanao
Guarantee Fund for
Microfinance

Amidst the tremors of a global financial
crisis, PEF flexed its development
financing modes to preserve capital
but still extend outreach to 8,000
households, with Mindanao receiving
the highest share for microfinance
projects. Cumulatively, assistance
reached 1.034 billion.

20
15

ACCELERATING CAPACITIES
OF ENTREPRENEURS

CROSSING THE PHP 1 BILLION MARK
PARTNERSHIPS FOR INNOVATIVE
FINANCING

PEF revisited its first enterprises
to find out if its investment has
produced sustainable livelihoods
for the more than 2,500 target
households. Better product
pricing, improved production
processes and newly-acquired
skills are early signs of progress.

20
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WIDENING ACCESS
TO EVERYDAY NEEDS
PEF has been supporting
projects that respond to the
problem of pervasive poverty
in its different challenging
facets. It works closely with
people’s organizations, nongovernment organizations,
cooperatives, faith-based
groups and similar intities
engaged in poverty
alleviation involving
livelihood and employment,
basic social services and
community empowerment.

REVISITING OUR FIRST
SE COMMUNITIES

SHARPER FOCUS BETTER
TARGETING
A promising pattern among
assisted projects reveals that poor
households would have a better
chance of making it out of poverty
if they had sustainable livelihood.
Social Enterprise became the
potential model for inclusive and
lasting growth.

BUILDING THE SE ECOSYSTEM
An SE needs to mobilize and draw
resources from its ecosystem to grow,
be viable and sustainable. PEF started
to invest in five components to grow
the enterprise - capacity development,
networking, appropriate technology,
marketing, and customized financing.

To make entrepreneurs
investor-ready and thrive in
a very competitive market,
a more interactive capacity
building approach was
structured using self-defined
capacity needs critical to the
growth of an enterprise.

20
16

447,000
882
2B

SCALING UP!
After 15 years, the numbers tell
us that experience and lessons
laid the groundwork for the next
stage. The potential good of social
enterprises remains exciting. Early
markers that social and economic
benefits indeed reach the poor are
inspiring.
Together with our partners, we
continue to stand up to the task of
finding and supporting sustianable
solutions to lasting development
for the communities we serve.
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Attempts at Social Enterprise
CONTENTS

I. CREATING OUR SPACE
Rethinking its development philosophy by nurturing social enterprises,
PEF continues to evolve within the SE space and ponders on how it can
strategically position itself as an enabler and capacity builder.
II. BUILDING THE ECOSYSTEM
An SE needs to mobilize and draw resources from an ecosystem for the
enterprise to grow, be viable and be sustainable.
Lesson 1: Appropriate Financing
The one-size- fits-all formula might not work as each SE is unique.
Customized financing provides the right amount of investment at the
right time, coupled with the right scheme and with the right instrument.
Lesson 2: Industry Networking
Working with other businesses, investors, government are crucial in
leveraging for financial resources and services.
Lesson 3: Technology Efficiency
The right mix of hard and soft technologies that are more cost-efficient,
less polluting and more reliant on renewable energy will make social
enterprises more competitive.
Lesson 4: Capacity and Structure
Governance affects the potential of an SE to scale up. Setting up the
appropriate structure, policies and processes is necessary to strengthen
the accountability of the partners in running the SE.
Lesson 5: Market Competitiveness
Early markers of impact suggest that SEs can create or expand both
opportunities and risks for the households as they engage with
mainstream market. Stronger support systems are needed to better
monitor and sustain benefits to the community.

PEF Main Office

69 Esteban Abada St., Loyola Heights, 1108 Quezon City
T: (+632) 426 8402 / 426 9785 to 86
F: Trunkline local 102

PEF Mindanao Office

No. 37, 3rd St., Ecoland Subd.,
Quimpo Boulevard, Matina, Davao City 8000
T/F: (+6382) 299 3588

ask@pef.ph
peaceandequityfoundation

www.pef.ph
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III. DEVELOPING THE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
PEF is relatively a new player in the SE space. How the social enterprise
strategy has moved forward in the PEF context and experience are articulated
in several levels --- from developing the programs, to building partnerships,
beefing up the talent pool to measuring the impact of its investments.
A. Looking for the right talents
B. Financing the strategy
C. Embedding risk management
IV. SE FACTS AND FIGURES, 2011-2015
V. THE NEXT CYCLE: SCALING-UP SEs
PEF continues its journey to demonstrate that SE is indeed a viable vehicle to
transform poor communities. It will accomplish this through strategic actions:
industry or sector-focused financing, resource leveraging, capacity building,
knowledge management, impact monitoring and organizational performance.
VI. REVISITING OUR FIRST SE COMMUNITIES

